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Confidently it can be stated that our factory does not use any of the listed SVHC substances in the manufacturing of our Lithium Iron Phosphate line of batteries.

Our factory does purchase some components that are manufactured or processed outside of our factory facilities. Our factory suppliers have been required to provide assurances or test records to prove whether any listed SVHC substances are contained in the supplied components or material. If any listed SVHC substances, according to R.E.A.C.H. regulations, are determined to be present in the components or material above the reportable limits, the factory will comply with R.E.A.C.H. regulations and will include appropriate safe handling instructions.

Our factory understands the reason and supports the purpose of R.E.A.C.H. regulations and will remain in compliance. Specification sheets and Safety Data Sheets detailing contents and performance of this battery line can be found on our website: www.power-sonic.com